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SPECIFICS OF MARKETING RESEARCH ORGANIZATION IN THE SYSTEM OF MARKETING MANAGEMENT OF RETAIL TRADE NETWORKS

The article substantiates the importance of marketing research in the system of marketing management of retail chains, summarizes the organizational aspects of marketing research, identifies their functions, goals and objectives, the specifics of which are due to the characteristics of retail as a customer-oriented business. Emphasis is placed on organizational innovations of the last decade of the XX century, which have shifted the center of influence on customers from manufacturers to retailers, updated the new tasks of marketing-oriented management in the retail system, most of which are related to marketing research. Methods, formats of organization and the order of marketing research in trade are considered. It is concluded that the retail marketing management system creates a steady demand for tools that support business decisions based on the needs of the end user, for marketing analysts who know how to work with a wide range of tools, for modern methods of collecting and visual presentation of marketing information. It is noted that the main requirement for tools and methods of marketing research is diversity, multiformat, nativeness, intuitive interfaces, and the main innovation is the combination of "offline" and "online" research, which allows to research much faster, cheaper and can cover very large arrays of respondents.
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Dynamic structural changes in the economic sphere, caused by the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic, have significantly increased the impact of market turbulence and uncertainty on the ability to establish a systematic management of marketing activities of trade enterprises in modern conditions. Trends in the consolidation of the trade market exacerbate the need to develop effective competitive marketing strategies in the use of aggressive tools of conscious counteraction of large market operators, forcing other participants in market processes to take the necessary measures to adapt to them. The role of marketers, marketing, marketing research in recent years has been increasingly revised. At one time, even brands such as McDonald's, Johnson & Johnson, Coca-Cola, Mars, Uber abolished or transformed the position of director of marketing. "However, in 2020, marketers were able to prove their value by playing a significant role in adapting the business to new realities. This has forced CEOs to turn their attention back to marketing executives, and marketing is becoming an increasingly important strategic growth factor" [6]

At the same time, an indisputable feature of the modern retail market is the dominant position of consumers, the priority of their effective demand over supply. This highlights the need for the management system of retail trade enterprises, along with the formation and implementation of systemic methods of competition, to conduct marketing research of consumer behavior, study consumer trends in order to more effectively offer products and services of interest to customers, i.e. to form their current management activities based on marketing principles. All this leads to the realization of the need to implement organizational functionality for research in the field of trade at a systemic professional level, as an integral part and basis for management decisions and implementation of full marketing-oriented management of commercial enterprises, because without the use of advanced marketing methods and management tools, retailers are doomed to the gradual surrender of positions in the competition. No one denies the importance of marketing research as such, discussions are only about the methods and tools of marketing research. Today, "company executives perceive the marketing department primarily as a creative unit, a strategic driver of growth and a data owner". It is the information obtained as a result of marketing research that today increases the capitalization of companies, ensures long-term success and adaptation to changes in the marketing environment.

Analysis of recent publications. Methods and mechanisms of effective mechanisms introduction of the organization market researches as bases of administrative marketing acceptance decisions in activity of the trade sphere enterprises were considered by such foreign scientists as I. K. Belyaevsky, R. Varley, B. Weitz, D. Gilbert, E. P. Golubkov, J. Jalle, A. Krie, M. Levy, N. K. Malchkhori, M. Rafik, G. A. Churchill, as well as Ukrainian authors, in particular: V. V. Apopius, O. A. Belovodskaya, A. V. Voychak, O. V. Jegus, V. A. Poltorak, S. V. Skibinsky and others. Some aspects of approaches to the
study of retail trade are covered in the scientific works of Yu. Dainovsky, O. Kim, K. Kanayan, R. Kanayan, M. Kindiy, P. Mikhailov, Y. Solomka and others.

The purpose of this publication is to identify possible mechanisms to ensure the implementation of the research function as the main source of reliable information about the market and the basis for making informed management decisions in the marketing management of retail trade enterprises.

Presentation of the main research material. In the process of ensuring the goods movement from producers to consumers, the final link, which completes the chain of economic relations, is retail. In the implementation of retail functions, the supply of resources, goods and services moves from the sphere of circulation to the sphere of collective, individual and personal consumption, so it becomes the ultimate property of consumers. This is done through a purchase transaction, in which the consumer buys the goods/services he needs in exchange for cost equivalents. Starting opportunities are created in the field of retail trade that ensures a new production cycle and subsequent transactions.

The importance of marketing research is confirmed by the main task of retail: "providing consumers with products that best meet their needs and meet their tastes" [17]. In this regard, A. N. Romanov identifies a number of functions of the retail institution, which are directly related to the analytical function of marketing: "examines the situation in the commodity market; determines the demand and supply for specific types of goods; searches for goods needed for retail trade; carries out selection of the goods, their sorting at drawing up of necessary assortment; pays for goods received from suppliers; conducts operations on acceptance, storage, marking of goods, sets prices for them; provides suppliers, consumers of freight forwarding, consulting, advertising, information and other services" [26].

For many years, producers of consumer goods have had a much greater impact on the market by offering supply than the retail chain. This influence was mainly due to the use of the strategy of attraction, when manufacturers spent quite large budgets on advertising and the formation of a positive image of their brands. In this situation, retailers only had to provide the final transaction of purchase and sale of these goods. However, several organizational innovations in the last decades of the twentieth century have shifted the focus of influence on buyers from manufacturers to retailers. M. Rafik and R. Varley include "the following innovations:

1. Strengthening the economic impact of large retail chains and the concentration of all purchasing power in them.
2. Retailers are actively developing their own brands (VTM, or Private label), which due to low prices and good attitude of buyers successfully compete with brands of manufacturers.
3. The largest retailers are beginning to demand more from producers to ensure the integration of the trade process and promotion of goods, if the latter seek to start or continue to ensure accessibility on the shelves of trade halls of stores of their goods" [22].

So recently, a typical situation is where manufacturers have less and less money that they can allocate for promotion (millions spent on advertising in various communication channels do not give the expected effect, because the audience is not interested in this product or service at the moment). In addition, the attitude of people to traditional advertising and other communication channels is changing (switching ad units, neglecting flyers and brochures, etc.). In turn, retailers begin to use new, more sophisticated tools, consumer research and information processing (introduction of their own barcodes, data scanning, electronic information exchange and direct analysis of product profitability through an integrated marketing information system, etc.).

The new approach to the organization of trade and technological process of modern retailer is based on the following hypothesis, proposed by I. M. Sinyaeva: "When consumers are in the "purchase mode", they in their role of collectors of information become surprisingly receptive" [11]. As noted by M. V. Kindiy, "the whole point, it turns out, is in those marketing programs adopted by the retail operator, and the predetermined advantages over manufacturers: absolute control over the marketing concept of brand promotion; personification and the ability to manage customer relationships (CRM); application of non-mass marketing communications (outdoor advertising and transport advertising, event marketing, CRM (customer relationship management)), direct mail, sales promotion, merchandising, public relations, special marketing activities; closeness of contact with the buyer and its longer nature; the possibility of influencing the decision-making process at points of sale (it is known that 70 % of purchases are impulsive, i.e. under the influence of internal advertising, merchandising, qualified consulting and service, the atmosphere of the store – smell, sounds, colors, etc.)" [14].
This information allows to conclude about the growing role of marketing research in wholesale and retail trade, which, according to M. Levy, "is to organize a free and competitive exchange to ensure effective unity of supply of goods and services and demand for them" [19]. According to J.-J. Lambena, "such unity requires coordinated activity at two levels: the organization of exchange, i.e. the physical flow of goods, between producer and consumer; organization of communication, i.e. the flow of information before, during, after the exchange, in order to bring supply and demand in line with each other to be more effective" [18].

Accordingly, marketing in the commercial sphere is designed to facilitate the organization of exchange and communication between sellers and buyers. Marketing services affect the formation and implementation of all major functions of the trading company. Most of the tasks of marketing-oriented management in the retail system are related to marketing research (customer monitoring, consumer behavior research, retail audit, price monitoring, mystery shopper, customer base analysis, etc.), target market definition, assortment policy development, pricing, selection location, atmosphere and promotion of the retail outlet, etc.

One of the most important decisions in the field of marketing management of retail chains is to determine the target market. As noted by G. G. Ivanov, "Until the target market is defined and characterized, it will be difficult for a retailer to make informed decisions on effective management of its economy: assortment policy, distribution of advertising media, price level, class of service, level of merchandising development, etc." [10]. The cycle of marketing research is not limited to the definition of target audiences, the systematic and periodicity of marketing research is the key to success in a highly competitive retail market. For any trading company that seeks to gain a foothold in the market, marketing research acts as the beginning and logical end of a certain cycle of management of its marketing activities. According to O. V. Jegus, "Marketing research in trade is a form of business research as part of applied sociology, which focuses on understanding the behavior, desires and preferences of consumers, competitors and markets in the market-directed economy" [8].

In general, by definition of L. E. Basovsky: "Marketing research is a systematic determination of the range of data needed to make a decision in connection with the marketing problem facing the firm, which involves their collection, analysis and reporting of results" [1]. The practice of retail enterprises usually prefers independent marketing research (by involving its own staff). But sometimes specialized companies (marketing agencies, specialized consulting firms) are involved in research. In this case, as a basis for comparison are selected outlets that act as direct competitors. At the same time, retail chains direct their efforts to conduct marketing research, focused mainly on solving tactical problems rather than problems focused on the formation of sales strategies in a number of market segments. But such researches help to implement marketing programs of development of the market and provide vision of prospects of development of trade business.

In retail, they prefer to conduct marketing research in two ways. The first type is a general study. The general directions of solving the problems of trade business usually include research on the development of forms and promising formats of trade. The second type is a private study. The thematic areas of this type of marketing research include consumer research, competing trade organizations, research of the marketing environment, determining the state of competition, as well as segmentation analysis. According to Yu. Solomka, "within the thematic areas of the second type of research, the following typical tasks can be distinguished: to analyze the sources of market resources formation; provide a description of consumer profiles; study consumer behavior at retail enterprises that focus on traditional trade formats; study the attitude of consumers to new forms, formats and methods of trade; analyze demand, structure and degree of uniformity of consumption; identify the most important changes in consumer attitudes, needs and consumer behavior" [28]. In addition, dynamic changes in the business environment, according to I. Sazhin, "update additional areas and categories for marketing research in trade, which include: market research – the largest marketing research, which examines all aspects of the business environment" [27]. These studies focus on competitors, market conditions, business law, economic trends, technical innovations in trade, and many other factors and issues that make up the business environment. As M. Zabarylo notes: "Market research significantly reduces uncertainty in making important marketing decisions, which allows to effectively allocate economic potential to reach new heights in business" [9]. Thus, according to R. Varley and M. Rafik, "marketing research in trade means the objective collection, registration and analysis of all facts on issues related to the processes of selling and moving goods and services from producer to consumer" [4 ]. I. Berezin notes that "marketing research in trade has three main functions: 1. Descriptive, when the researcher collects information about certain phenomena and processes and provides a description of the scope, structure, variation and dynamics of phenomena. 2. Analytical, when the researcher answers the
question: "Why did the phenomenon reach such a level, developed at such a pace and what factors influenced this development?". 3. Forecast, which is based on the first two functions and is designed to forecast further developments" [2].

Objects of marketing research can be various subjects, problems, situations, which based on the classification criteria should be divided into such broad categories as macro- and micro-level objects of the external environment and objects of the internal environment study of the retailer (in other words, objects which are controlled by the trading company or not controlled by it).

Another criterion may be the degree of importance of the study objects, which may be different in different firms. The third criterion may be the priority of the order of the studied objects, which also differs significantly, but exists as an objective need, "which is adjusted" by a certain subjective factor – the ideas of the management.

The purpose of marketing research is to provide information and analytical support for the management of marketing activities at all levels: at the macro-level – provides an analysis of the market, patterns and trends in its development, demand analysis; at the micro-level – the analysis and forecast of own possibilities of the trading enterprise, an estimation of its competitiveness, a condition and prospects of development of that segment of the market on which the given enterprise operates is carried out. As the most demanded tasks of researches for retail trade and shopping centers it is expedient to allocate the following: the analysis of a condition and tendencies of development of the market; market research to open a new facility; assessment of opportunities for expansion into regions; assessment of the feasibility of scaling the retail (opening the format "at home", express stores); analysis of potential coverage areas of shops and shopping centers; identification of areas of influence of network objects or one institution; brand recognition analysis; determining market share; analysis of buyers (structure, motives, characteristics, behavior); analysis of the level of involvement of target audiences; definition of communication territory; competition research. formation of a competitive map, analysis of a competitive position; analysis and monitoring of rental rates, offers of developers, potential tenants; analysis of traffic in the shopping center, routes and circulation of customers; audit of the concept of a commercial institution and others.

Usually, the specifics of the types of marketing research in trade leads to the development of certain special approaches to the methods of organization and procedure of these studies. There are different methods of marketing research. Let's consider the common methods of marketing research that are popular in the trade sphere:

1) Store-check – a method of evaluating the real offer on the shelves of outlets, which allows you to get up-to-date information on the representation of goods, brands, advertising and promotional materials in retail.

2) The method of observation allows you to assess consumers "from the outside", observing their behavior in real situations of buying/visiting a particular store.

3) The method of marketing research "accompanying purchase" allows you to "observe the behavior of buyers at points of sale, to assess the importance of the impact of certain criteria in the selection of goods" [5]. Accompanying purchase involves a joint trip of the respondent and the moderator to the store and conducting interviews directly inside the store. E. V. Romat notes that when conducting marketing research using the "accompanying purchase" approach, the following tasks are usually investigated: the general impression of the sale point, the impact of certain characteristics on the desire/willingness to buy specific products; the impact of placement of certain goods on their attractiveness, visibility, price perception, willingness to make a purchase; the role of sales consultants; perception of the brand on the shelf/against the background of competing brands; spontaneity/planned purchases within this category; the influence of advertising materials placed at a particular point of sale on the choice of goods; identification of "unfavorable"/"transit" zones in stores, placement of goods in which can significantly reduce their visibility/ attractiveness to visitors" [21]. The main blocks to be analyzed in the course of such marketing research are: the entrance to the store, the route of the buyer to the shelves and exit the store.

4) In-hall test (hall-test) refers to quantitative methods of marketing research. S. V. Kovalchuk notes that "when using this method of marketing research, the survey of the target audience is conducted in a special room, which is selected based on the specifics of research tasks" [16]. The main advantages of the in-hall test method include: the ability to conduct long-term interviews; opportunity to test materials in the survey process; the ability to quickly collect quantitative information. Most often, the method of marketing research in-hall test is used in testing aromas, flavors, packaging, names, advertising concepts, new products and more.
5) The method of focus groups refers to qualitative methods of marketing research and is based on the use of the effect of group dynamics, group discussion under the guidance of a moderator. The essence of the focus group method is that the participants' attention is focused on the researched problem, in order to determine their attitude to the problem, to find out the motivation of certain actions. In addition, this method of marketing research allows the client to monitor the progress of the study and draw appropriate conclusions. It should also be noted that the focus group can be used in combination with other methods of marketing and sociological research (both quantitative and qualitative), as well as an independent method of collecting information. Experts identify several main goals of focus groups in retail: adjusting the positioning of a commercial establishment; adjustment of pricing and assortment policy; attracting new consumer groups; clarification of buyers' preferences regarding the place and time of purchases, requirements for goods and services; obtaining information about competitors; finding out the attitude of buyers to this retail network (point) and competitors; identifying the attitude of buyers to promotions, loyalty programs, etc.

6) Interview at the place of residence (quantitative research). This method of conducting the survey is most often used in those situations when: it is necessary to cover a fairly wide target audience (for example, an audience that represents the general population); it is important to be able to demonstrate visual materials or answer cards; it is important to ask the respondent a wide range of questions (the duration of some such interviews can be up to 40 minutes); it is necessary to interview several people in the household. Many methods of quantitative marketing research (hall-test, telephone interviews, city street/exit interviews, etc.) have one or more of these advantages, but the combination of such features is unique to residence interviews. S. Kartashov notes that "this is what makes this method indispensable for solving many problems of marketing research, such as: research of habits and preferences of the target audience; study in categories and consumer models of experience of decision-making on purchases; research of the lifestyle of the audience and models of life and others" [12]. In addition, on-the-spot interviews are, in essence, the only alternative when testing a product at home as part of a study.

7) In-depth interviews – a detailed personal interview designed to clarify information that is not available during a standardized interview. As a rule, the duration of one in-depth interview is 60-90 minutes. In-depth interviews can be conducted in a specially equipped room of the marketing research agency with audio and video recording, as well as in other places that are convenient for respondents (depending on the objectives of the study and the specifics of the target audience). Thus, K. Kovalenko notes that "in-depth interviews are used in some cases when due to the specifics of the target audience it is impossible to conduct a focus group" [15]. Professional moderators are used for in-depth interviews, who have, in addition to extensive experience in conducting interviews with people who hold different positions, also special psychological education.

8) Office research. For a range of research tasks, office marketing research can be a quick and relatively inexpensive way to get the information you need. However, O. A. Tretyak notes, that "it is important to keep in mind that the analysis of secondary data (from newspapers, magazines, publications, databases, etc.) should be used very carefully, because based on the definition of the method, it analyzes data previously collected based on tasks that most likely differ from the tasks facing the customers of the study at this time" [20]. To ensure the quality of data obtained as a result of office marketing research, they are verified from at least three sources, followed by modeling of the market situation to ensure the correctness of the data. Most often, office marketing research is one of the stages of complex projects of a strategic nature.

9) On-line marketing and sociological research are conducted in cases where it is necessary to conduct research at high speed at minimal cost, in cases of difficult access of respondents in other ways, as well as in a number of other cases. L. F. Yezhova emphasizes that "a feature of on-line quantitative marketing research is a shorter duration than in the case of a personal interview" [7].

10) CATI (quantitative methods of marketing research) – a system of computerized telephone interview, refers to quantitative methods of marketing research. The method differs from the usual telephone survey in that the questions of the questionnaire are presented on the screen of the computer terminal in front of the operator, the transition from question to question/block of questions is automatic, makes it possible to monitor the filling of quotas in real time, as well as the preliminary distribution of respondents' answers. In addition, the numbers of respondents are dialed automatically, which increases accessibility, reduces time costs and, accordingly, reduces the cost of the entire study.

11) Interview on the streets of the city (quantitative research) refers to quantitative methods of marketing research and involves conducting a personal interview on the streets of the city (street interview).
When using this method of marketing research, it is important to pay attention to weather conditions, which may make it impossible to conduct interviews of the required duration. Additional created materials can serve as a tool for this method of marketing research in addition to the questionnaire.

12) Retail audit (Retail audit, store-checking, retail audit) involves the study of retailers to obtain information about distribution, location of outlets, the level of coverage of target audiences, availability and coverage, the formation of a database of retail outlets, identifying major brands present at retail, etc. Retail audit covers such distribution channels as supermarkets, shops, kiosks, pavilions, open markets. The audit reveals key problems in the current state of the retail space and the development of proposals for their solution. The main purpose of the audit is to enter the project of modernization of the trade network, development of new services, new formats to increase the attractiveness of the trade establishment for potential consumers. "As part of the audit procedure, assessment systems are used for industrial zones, business districts, public space, analyze the use of residential areas, transport scheme and accessibility of public (public) space" [3].

Quite an interesting method of marketing research is rating. For example, PR-Service compiles the National Rating of Corporate Reputation Management "Reputational Activists" [29], based on a survey of media experts and industry analysts. The criteria for selecting the winners are the following indicators: reputational stability, CSR image capital, media activity, innovative approach, quality of crisis communications (Table 1).

Table 1 – Indicators of the National rating of corporate reputation management "Reputation activists" from PR-Service methodology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Markers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reputational stability</td>
<td>The presence of &quot;live&quot; PR-service, the systemic nature of PR-work, the objective basis for the formation of a favorable reputation (quality business product, quality management, bright and competent speakers, etc.), the positive reaction of target audiences to PR-activity of the company, other positive effect of the company's reputation management efforts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR image capital (corporate social responsibility)</td>
<td>Systematic work on informing the public about the implementation of CSR by the company, the real usefulness of CSR activities for society, the actual degree of social responsibility of the company in relation to staff, business partners, consumers; positive perception of the company's target activities in the field of CSR and other positive effects of the efforts in this area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media activity</td>
<td>Openness to communication with representatives of mass media of all types, quality of distributed information messages, recognizability of authorized speakers of the company by target audiences, positive effect of media efforts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative approaches</td>
<td>The authority of the company's PR team among target audiences, its own non-standard PR solutions, activity in new media, positive reaction of target audiences to PR-creative, positive effect of implemented innovations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-crisis resilience</td>
<td>The company has a strategy for crisis response, the correctness of the tools used, its successful use and the positive reaction of target audiences to such use, the positive effect of efforts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 2021, more than 650 companies in 43 nominations were selected to participate in the ranking, which was evaluated by more than 150 experts. In the grocery retail segment, the rating was distributed as follows: ATB, Fozzy, Metro Cash & Carry Ukraine, Good Wine and ECO Market, Novus, Auchan, Rukavychka, Varus, Tavria B (Table 2).

ATB-Market's leading position was ensured by leadership in almost all components of the rating. Fozzy Group shows the biggest lag in terms of metrics: reputational stability and corporate social responsibility activities. Metro Cash Gr Carry Ukraine loses to the leaders, primarily in terms of image capital and innovative approaches. The lag of Metro Cash Gr Carry also shows a different rating – the Innovation Index of Ukrainian companies from the Mind portal, the open innovation platform Re: actor, KPMG in Ukraine and Asbis [23; 34].
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Table 2 – Favorites of the rating "Reputational activists" in the field of grocery retail

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company name</th>
<th>Reputational stability</th>
<th>Image capital CSR</th>
<th>Media activity</th>
<th>Innovative approaches</th>
<th>Anti-crisis resilience</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ATB-Market</td>
<td>44,70</td>
<td>44,27</td>
<td>38,18</td>
<td>44,80</td>
<td>42,63</td>
<td>214,58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Fozy Group</td>
<td>43,05</td>
<td>43,05</td>
<td>38,29</td>
<td>44,34</td>
<td>41,98</td>
<td>210,71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Metro Cash Gr Carry Україна</td>
<td>40,21</td>
<td>40,32</td>
<td>37,11</td>
<td>38,34</td>
<td>38,86</td>
<td>194,84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Good Wine</td>
<td>41,88</td>
<td>37,40</td>
<td>34,90</td>
<td>37,12</td>
<td>37,76</td>
<td>189,06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. EKO Market</td>
<td>39,50</td>
<td>39,50</td>
<td>33,50</td>
<td>29,00</td>
<td>34,50</td>
<td>176,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Aushan</td>
<td>35,51</td>
<td>34,25</td>
<td>32,26</td>
<td>30,08</td>
<td>34,07</td>
<td>166,17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Rukavychka</td>
<td>38,00</td>
<td>29,00</td>
<td>19,00</td>
<td>29,00</td>
<td>34,00</td>
<td>149,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Varus</td>
<td>30,17</td>
<td>27,67</td>
<td>29,50</td>
<td>28,17</td>
<td>30,00</td>
<td>145,51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Tavria B</td>
<td>26,00</td>
<td>25,00</td>
<td>25,50</td>
<td>28,00</td>
<td>32,50</td>
<td>137,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [29]

The sharp increase in the activity of retailers in social networks, digitalization and the transition to the omnichannel model form marketing research and ratings in this area. RAU agents ranked the leaders among retailers by the number of followers on Facebook in 2020. "RAU analyzed the pages by sampling the largest and most well-known retailers and commercial real estate, as well as those represented in the Facebook rating according to the analytical service Socialbakers. Following the results of the year, the most popular Facebook pages among retailers in Ukraine were Rozetka, Watsons Ukraine and the EVA Store Line. And, as before, in the final triumvirate there are two chains of drogerie stores at the same time. Antoshka and Allo swapped places on the fourth and fifth steps" [24]. The research methodology includes the analysis of the page by sampling the largest and most well-known retail players and commercial real estate. Among the metrics are active content strategy, Stories activity, level of communication with subscribers, number of subscribers, number of new subscribers, clicks, targeting.

Among other ratings are: the report "Retail Ukraine: TOP 175 FMCG retailers by number of stores" from the research company GT Partners Ukraine [25] which collects information about retailers in the Ukrainian FMCG retail market and the pace of their development; rating of the most popular supermarkets in Kyiv according to the version of the journal Komentari; Deloitte's annual Global Powers of Retailing 2021 report [32] on the world's largest 250 retail companies (estimated public data for the 2019/20 financial year of the retail sector, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the growth of the top 25 largest retail revenues global retailers); Top 50 Global Retailers rating from the International Market Research Company Kantar [30] ranks the world's largest retailers in terms of the COVID-19 pandemic according to a new methodology that minimizes the impact of exchange rates and the strength of the domestic market, highlights the role of each player's online platform, international revenue, participation in franchising and alliances outside the home region, as well as the availability of direct investment in at least three countries. A survey by Korn Ferry Consulting, World’s Most Admired Companies, found that the most profitable companies in the world were the most respected and commendable. The research methodology includes nine evaluation criteria: the ability to attract and retain talented people; quality of management; social responsibility to the community and the environment; innovation; quality of products or services; competent use of corporate assets; financial stability; long-term investment value; business efficiency around the world [31].

Currently, new technologies are developing rapidly, scientists are discovering new statistical methods, new procedures are being introduced to perform old tasks. Changes in marketing research methods are happening primarily because the Internet is increasingly penetrating life. Thus, the main innovation is the replacement of "offline" research with "online". The main advantages of the latter are that they are conducted much faster, cheaper and can cover very large arrays of respondents. GRIT (The Greenbook Research Industry Trends Report) [33] presents the results of a survey of market research participants. During the survey, respondents were asked what new research methods they use in their practice and the possibility of applying what new methods they are considering. Among the leading methods: Research in online communities (Online Communities); Text Analytics; Mobile First Surveys; Social Media Analysis (Social
Media Analytics; Big Data Analytics; Qualitative research on mobile devices (Mobile Qualitative); Webcam-Based Interviews; Mobile Ethnography.

**Conclusions.** Summarizing the analyzed material, it should be noted that the importance of using different types of marketing research in the management of enterprises marketing activities operating in the retail market is now a proven necessity, and the requirements for adequate methods are determined by the specifics of research objects and limitations imposed by time constraints and funds and resources involved. Retail creates a steady demand for tools that support decision-making in business based on the needs of the end user, for marketing analysts who know how to work with a wide range of tools, for modern formats for collecting and visual presentation of marketing information that have an intuitive interface, native, i.e. optimized for operating systems (therefore work correctly and quickly), do not require training: dashboards ("smart" reports in real time), tools for quick tests, forms for online surveys (google-form), visualization tools, presentations, online services for collecting passive information, frameworks as a set of software solutions (Grow Team, CJM, JTBD, Research Ops); UX-research (study of site design and pages in social networks), etc. The main requirement for tools and methods of marketing research is diversity, multiformat, nativeness, intuitive interfaces, and the main innovation is the combination of "offline" and "online" research which allows to research much faster, cheaper and can cover very large arrays of respondents.

The main trends in marketing research are related to AI – artificial intelligence marketing, rapid analysis of video, audio and text, automation in general, dashboards and online real-time analytics, big data analysis, neuromarketing research tools, design thinking, data collection and analysis of social networks, real-time analysis of moods/emotions in social networks, measurement of previously immeasurable elements of human behavior using individual categories of analysis and others.
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СПЕЦІФІКА ОРГАНІЗАЦІЇ МАРКЕТИНГОВИХ ДОСЛІДЖЕНЬ У СИСТЕМІ МАРКЕТИНГОВОГО МЕНЕДЖМЕНТУ РОЗДРІБНИХ ТОРГОВЛІ НІХ МЕРЕЖ

У статті обґрунтовано важливість маркетингових досліджень у системі маркетингового менеджменту роздрібних торговельних мереж, узагалі, організаційні аспекти маркетингових досліджень, визначено їх функції, мету та завдання, специфіка яких зумовлена особливостями ритейлу як клієнторієнтованого бізнесу. Акцентовано увагу на організаційних нововведеннях останніх декад і ХХ ст., які змістили центр впливу на покупців від виробників до роздрібних торговців, актуалізували нові завдання маркетингового орієнтованого управління в системі роздрібної торгівлі, більшість з яких пов’язана з маркетинговими дослідженнями. Розглянуто методи, формати організації та порядок проведення маркетингових досліджень у торгівлі. Серед методів маркетингового дослідження звернуто увагу на ключові речення: Store-check, спостереження у торгівлі, «суправідна покупка», in-hall test, фокус-групу, кабінетні дослідження, online дослідження, кількісні методи маркетингових досліджень, ритейл-аудит, рейтинги та інші.

Описано основні рейтинги у сфері ритейлу, особливість яких полягає у включені метрики, які дають змогу оцінити не тільки комерційні аспекти ритейлу, але й його соціальну відповідальність, репутацію, адаптивність до змін маркетингового середовища. Зроблено висновок, що система маркетингового менеджменту ритейлу формує стійкий попит на інструменти, які підтримують прийняття рішень у бізнесі, враховуючи потреби кінцевого споживача, на фахівців у сфері маркетингової аналітики, які вміють працювати з широким набором інструментів, на сучасні методи збору та візуального представлення маркетингової інформації. Відзначено, що основною вимогою до інструментів та методів маркетингових досліджень є різноманітність, мультиформатність, напрямність, інтуїтивність інтерфейсів, а головним нововведенням є зміна «офлайнових» досліджень «онлайновим», які проводяться набагато швидше, дешевше і можуть охоплювати дуже великі маси респондентів. Відзначено, що основні тенденції змін у маркетингових дослідженнях пов’язані зі штучним інтелектом, інтелектуальним аналізом, аналізом соціальних мереж, вимірюванням невимірних елементів людської поведінки з використанням індивідуальних категорій аналізу тощо.

Ключові слова: маркетингові дослідження, маркетингові інновації, маркетинговий менеджмент, ритейл, роздрібні торговельні мережі, торгівельний маркетинг, рейтинги.
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